
 

CREATING A MICRO-SERIES FOR THE WEB 

 

LESSON 1: CONCEPT 

RESOURCES 
Zach and Chris mention the importance of taking inventory of available resources. This could 
include equipment, locations, props, actors, crew members, etc. This is an important step 
because it allows you to almost work backwards - knowing what you have in your arsenal so 
that you don’t go crazy in the script stage and find yourself scrambling without enough budget to 
accomplish what you have written. 
 
List your available resources: 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

SETTING UP RULES 
Zach and Chris talk about the rules that they set up. Single shot, dolly pushing in, and a 
character apologizing about something. These rules not only created the framework for the 
series, but also aided their “low-budget” mentality because they knew each episode would only 
require one set up and no editing. 
 
What “rules” can you think of that would make for an interesting framework for a series? 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 



 

IDEATION 
Creativity comes from...within? The ether? Who knows! What we do know is that it’s best to get 
out all of your ideas - good or bad. Don’t worry about whether or not the idea is gold or a big pile 
of poo, and don’t worry about your friends, teammates, crew, judging you. Get over that as 
quickly as possible, and you’ll be surprised at how many times an idea that starts out as a silly 
ridiculous idea can turn into a shining star of an idea down the road. 
 
List all of your ideas for your micro series: 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

PUT IT ALL TOGETHER 
The last step of the concept phase is putting it all together. Take note of all of your resources 
and your ideas for “rules” while looking at your list of micro series ideas. Which ones are clear 
winners and which ones aren’t? Are there any that fit within your rules while also staying within 
your available resources?  
 
If you haven’t come up with any clear winners right away, that’s okay! Take a few days away 
from it and come back with some fresh ideas a little later and repeat the process until you find 
that one idea that really hits home for you. 
 

LESSON 2: PRE-PRODUCTION 
 
Now that you’ve made a list of available resources and you have your concept. It’s time to write 
the first episode. But first, it’s a good idea to lock in your resources before you begin writing to 
avoid having to rewrite or come up with a new concept all together because the location or prop 
isn’t as available as you thought. 
 



 

LOCK IN YOUR RESOURCES 
It’s time to choose a shooting date, then pick up the phone or write some emails. Connect with 
all your resources for the first episode and ask if they are available to be used on the specific 
date you are planning. 
 
You may need to adjust to fit all the puzzle pieces together. This is where project management 
comes in. Keeping an open mind and a flexible attitude is key when doing these ultra 
low-budget projects. 

SCRIPT 
After you’ve confirmed all of your resources, it is finally safe to put your pen to paper and write 
the script. I have received a lot of questions about what software to write with. I have found that 
many people do not even realize they ALREADY HAVE an excellent screenwriting software. If 
you are an Adobe Creative Cloud subscriber, you have access to a tool called Adobe Story. 
Story is a professional level screenwriting tool that we here at Gilded Cinema have adopted, so 
give it a try!  
 
If you don’t have the Creative Cloud don’t fret, there are plenty of other options out there. Celtx 
is a very popular cloud based screenwriting option that we used before Story. It’s powerful, easy 
to collaborate, and best of all, it’s FREE! If you want even more power, you can pay a small 
monthly fee to gain access to other tools for scheduling, storyboarding, and so on. 
 
Moving from a word processor to a screenwriting program may have a small learning curve, but 
take your time and you’ll get the hang of it in no time! 

CASTING 
Zach and Chris are improvisors and know a ton of amazing comedic actors, so casting was a 
breeze for them. If that’s not the case for you, there are other options!  
 
You can post your casting notice on Actors Access, LACasting, or Craigslist to receive 
submissions. Be sure to include the title of your project, a brief logline of the overall plot, role 
breakdowns, audition, payment and shoot date information. Below is a sample casting notice for 
you to reference when completing yours! 
 



 

Seeking Actors and Actresses for Dramatic Web Series 
 
Steps  is a dramatic web series that follows 12 people from all different walks of life as 
they work through the 12-Step Program to overcome addiction. 
 
 
We are currently casting our pilot episode and are seeking the following roles: 
 
Carl - (30s) is a new father. He grew up in an abusive household with an alcoholic father 
who left when he was 13. Now, he fears what will happen to his own son as he finds 
himself following in his father’s footsteps. 
 
Wendy - (50s) became addicted to pain medication after recovering from a traumatic car 
accident. She is reluctant to go to the meetings, but her husband insists. She truly feels 
like she still needs the medication for pain, and if she stops the pain will return. She 
battles with this notion in her mind and is combative toward people who doubt her pain. 
 
We are auditioning actors on the 1st, and shooting on the 12th on-location in Castaic, 
CA. Meals will be provided to those shooting over 6 hours. Pay is $100 for the day. 

 
 
 
If you can’t pay your actors or can’t provide meals, just be honest in the notice. Don’t beat 
around the bush. You want your actors to be on-board from the beginning, and being misleading 
can throw a wrench in your spokes real fast. 
 
But, know that you should allow time for appropriate meals even if you aren’t going to provide it 
for them. 
 
Don’t want to go this route? Zach and Chris bring up a great point about visiting local theaters 
and schools to find some talented actors. This option can be a great way to form ongoing bonds 
with actors and have a large pool of talent to pull from at any time. 
 
 
 



 

LESSON 3: PRODUCTION 
Coordinating these smaller projects may seem like a breeze, but they can still get out of hand if 
you aren’t careful.  
 
Be sure to minimize equipment and crew to keep the project moving along at a smooth and 
efficient pace.  
 

Alternative Lighting Options 
Setting up rules like Zach and Chris did for I’m Sorry  is a great way to minimize set up and 
streamline your project. But, if that doesn’t fit into the story that you are trying to tell, consider 
these other options: 
 
The Pre-Light: Pre-lighting an entire scene can take a little extra time at the start of a shoot 
day, but will help you blaze through the rest of your day if done properly. Having an entire scene 
lit with no visible stands or equipment will allow you to move from shot to shot without having to 
spend time re-lighting. 
 
We used this technique on our short project Pros & Cons  because we only had 3 hours in our 
location. The whole scene was done handheld and I just walked into the next position for the 
next shot and re-ran the scene until we were done. 
 
Natty-Lite: Using natural light may not be your first choice, but in certain circumstances it can 
really be a lifesaver. Approaching lighting from the mindset of just improving upon the natural 
light that is already in the scene can shave hours off prep time. Use tools like reflectors and 
battery powered LEDs to stay mobile and keep the progress moving forward. 
 
 

LESSON 4: POST-PRODUCTION 

LOG & RAW 
Zach and Chris talk about using a flat camera profile for I’m Sorry  to help adjust the image in 
post. If this is the way you want to go, do research on your specific camera to find out how to do 
this. Most cameras can be adjusted to be “flat-ish” even if they don’t have a built in LOG or RAW 
option.  



 
 
Don’t have a camera that can shoot flat, or don’t want to color correct in post? That’s not a 
problem. You will need to spend more time and care during production to make sure the lighting 
and settings on the camera are producing the kind of image that you want. 
 
In Pros & Cons , we shot on a Canon 5D mkii with standard color settings and did not adjust the 
color in post at all. We used gels and different color temperatures of light to create the looks we 
wanted in-camera. 
 

THE SOUND 
When doing audio as a non-professional audio person, aim for consistency. Listen for dips or 
hard cuts during transitions and use volume fades and sound design to keep the sound 
consistent across the board. 
 
Avoid clipping the audio if it’s too loud and if the actor is very quiet, it is always best to record 
the audio on set at a higher level and turn it down then add gain in post. 
 
Remember to record room tone on set to fill in gaps and help smooth out audio. And when 
adding ambient sounds, find the right balance and keep it subtle. 
 

CONCLUSION 
Keep an eye out for more in-depth color correction and sound mixing/mastering tutorials 
and courses from field and post audio professionals down the road on Cinema Summit. 
 
Feel free to share your progress or ask questions in the forums or on social media. Follow us on 
Instagram and Facebook. 
 
Be sure to follow ADPT Productions on Twitter and visit their website at www.adptpro.com to 
hear about their upcoming projects. 
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